Universal installation kit for trailer brake controller

Eliminate cutting, splicing, and soldering when installing vehicle to trailer wiring with the Curt
Universal Wiring Harness. Most vehicles don't come ready to tow, with the Universal from Curt
you can transform your vehicle into a towing machine. The universal wiring harness plugs into
your vehicle's existing 4-way electrical system and using original equipment connectors. The
harness provides a 7-way flat connector socket for your trailer lights at the same time.
Long-lasting and easy to install, the Curt Universal Harness allows you to take your towing to
new heights. Most items will ship to Alaska, Hawaii, U. With 6 fulfillment centers nationwide,
most items are delivered in business days and when you place your order before 3 p. EST, it will
ship that same day. For freight shipments, please allow additional prep time and note that we
require a phone number for delivery. FREE curbside delivery for all freight shipments. Our team
will ship your order to the PayPal verified address provided, so any address change request
made outside of PayPal is not guaranteed. If you miss the day window, we can exchange your
item s so that you can find something else you'll love. Questions or comments? We welcome
your inquiry! Please click here to contact us, and we will get back to you as quickly as possible.
All rights reserved. Store Categories. Sign Up for Our Mailing List. Click Thumbnails to Enlarge.
Product Description. Plugs into vehicles existing 4-way flat trailer connector assembly to
provide a 7-way flat socket Simple plug-and-play design eliminates the need for cutting or
splicing 7-way flat output connects tail lights, brake lights and turn signals foot long duplex
cable houses 2 gauge wires Pre-wired 7-way trailer connector mounts easily at rear of vehicle
with mounting bracket sold separately. Questions about this item? Click here to contact us!
Submit return request via the eBay Returns Portal. Select the reason for the return. Return
shipping is the responsibility of the customer. Our returns team will quickly ship your
replacement or refund your payment. Please contact Customer Service for additional warranty
information. Contact Us Questions or comments? Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. It takes a lot of power to stop a moving trailer,
especially when that trailer is hauling livestock, construction materials, industrial equipment or
other heavy-duty cargo. Play it safe when you tow and give your trailer brakes the control they
need with a CURT trailer brake controller and brake controller harness. CURT quick plug brake
controller harnesses make the installation of your brake controller easy. This brake controller
harness comes with pigtails to splice into your vehicle's electrical system. When a CURT quick
plug harness is not a compatible option for your vehicle, a quick plug with pigtails is the next
best thing. These harnesses feature a quick plug end to easily snap into your CURT brake
control and colored wires to coordinate with the appropriate electrical function. This universal
splice-in harness comes with a protective slit loom sleeve and can easily be installed using the
CURT universal wiring kit It is designed to be compatible with a variety of vehicles that are not
equipped with a factory plug for a brake control. For a complete listing of vehicle compatibility,
see the application info. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete
line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey.
CURT offers several different trailer brake controller models to provide you with a solution that
fits your unique towing setup and budget. We carry time-based and inertia-based or
proportional brake controllers. All CURT trailer brake controllers are designed for easy
installation. Most use our quick plug harnesses, and each comes with its own set of features
and benefits. For a helpful guide in selecting a brake controller, see below. CURT electric brake
controllers fall into one of two categories: inertia-based or time-based. These refer to the
method of activation used by the brake controller. Both types are safe and effective for stopping
a trailer. However, depending on your needs, one may be preferred over the other. Inertia-based
or proportional trailer brake controllers use an electronic mechanism, called an accelerometer,
to detect the momentum of the vehicle-trailer combination while braking. The controller
accentuates the trailer brakes in proportion to the momentum, allowing for a smooth, highly
efficient stop. Time-based activation is less complex than inertia-based. When stopping, a
time-based brake controller accentuates the trailer brakes based on whatever gain setting is
input by the driver. Although simple in operation, time-based trailer brake controllers are
effective and provide a more budget-friendly option. If you are towing a heavy trailer or cargo,
an inertia-based brake controller will provide superior control to make smoother stops and to
put less strain on your vehicle. CURT time-based controllers are easily adjustable for varying
loads. The sophisticated operation will help prolong the life of your vehicle and trailer. If you
only plan to tow a few times a year, such as for family camping trips during the summer, a
time-based brake controller is an effective and budget-conscious option. Skip to main content.
You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U.

Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Wednesday, March 3. In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and
well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. More items to explore. Page 1 of
1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play
takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Sophisticated
safety. Key features Multiple styles to fit your needs and budget Fast, easy installation Easily
calibrated for all towing needs Time-based and proportional. Inertia-based vs. Two types of
brake controllers: CURT electric brake controllers fall into one of two categories: inertia-based
or time-based. Inertia-based Inertia-based or proportional trailer brake controllers use an
electronic mechanism, called an accelerometer, to detect the momentum of the vehicle-trailer
combination while braking. Time-based Time-based activation is less complex than
inertia-based. How to select a trailer brake controller. Heavy-duty towing If you are towing a
heavy trailer or cargo, an inertia-based brake controller will provide superior control to make
smoother stops and to put less strain on your vehicle. Occasional towing If you only plan to tow
a few times a year, such as for family camping trips during the summer, a time-based brake
controller is an effective and budget-conscious option. More to consider from our brands. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. I needed this cable because my vehicle didn't have factory wiring
for a brake controller. I fished wires to the battery, brake pedal, and trailer hitch, and soldered
them to this pigtail. Then this pigtail plugs into the Curt controller. They make other cables for
folks who are lucky enough to have some OEM wiring, but this is the solution for those who do
not. Easy to install wire colors are easy to distinguish that wiring color code is right on the wire
bundle. The power and brake wires were about 8" to short to reach from the cubby hole below
the radio to the engine side of the firewall. It would have been much easier to connect instead of
laying on my back under the dash. Ok so I'm inpatient. I recieved my brake controller from curt
and ordered this pigtail, the pigtail came a few days over the controller. I cut the pigtail off the
controller and hard wired it in because it arrive first. After seeing this harness I'm upset I did. It
is a real quality piece. I cant wait to use the pigtail for something else. With the pigtail I cut off of
the controller. Controller works perfect also. Worked exactly as advertised. Besides this, I had
to actually wire in a complete 7-pin connector wiring harness since my vehicle only had a flat-4
harness. To make it simple, I mounted a 4 position terminal connector under the dash, and
wired everything to it - including the power and ground wires from under the hood. Worked
super! One person found this helpful. Nice size gauge wires and quality connector. Required to
hook up the brake controller. It did the job. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Translate all reviews to English. Works great for reaching where the hole in my fire wall is.
Report abuse. Necessary for the brake controller, but could have been longer, and could have
included butt connectors and eylet for the ground wire. Satisfait de ce produit. Report abuse
Translate review to English. This unit made it easy to wire up my controller. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: 4 wire trailer wiring , sleeve hitch , auto wiring , trailer
harness , trailer wire kit , trailer wire harness. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
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